The Secret Treasure

By Elliott Lysyshyn
To my family
Once upon a time, there was an evil king.
The evil king ruled the castle. In the castle there was treasure that the evil king stole from the good king! Good kings men are trying to find the treasure but they just can’t.
Good king's men ask the Magic Cat to help. The magic cat says "yes"!
Good king's men and the Magic Cat are trying to find the treasure but just can't.
Good king's men and the Magic Cat ask the knight to help. The knight says "yes"!

Good king's men and the Magic Cat and the knight are trying to find the treasure but just can't.
Good king's men and the Magic Cat and the knight ask the wizard to help. The wizard says "yes"!

The wizard uses the magic to find the treasure and bring the evil king into a trap! They have the treasure!
They celebrate and build a castle, but for the good king!  

The End!
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